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Race Werm

Rank Novice

Attributes
Agility
Smarts
Spirit
Strength
Vigor
Pace
Parry
Toughness
Charisma

D6
D8
D8
D4
D6
6”
5
6
+2

Weapon
Sugar Cane

Skills

Edges

Persuasion
Streetwise
Fighting
Taunt
Gambling

Range

D10
D8
D6
D8
D6

ROF

Hindrances

Burrowing
Arrogant (Major)
Low Light Vision Wanted (Minor)
Regeneration
Enemy (Minor)
Rubbery Skin
Charismatic
Connections

Damage

Weight

Str. +2

6 yorts

Notes
Parry +2

Equipment
Sugar Cane (sword concealed in a pimp-ass cane), pimpin’ clothing, pimp goblet.

Description
The name “Biscuit Gravy” may not be on his birth certificate but this Werm hustler is known by his street name to
“all the ladies from all sides of the Hole.” Well… at least they are if you ask him. Biscuit Gravy is so supremely full
of himself that he couldn’t even imagine a world where the honeys weren’t fawning all over him. Gravy talks a lot
of shiznit, that’s for sure, and his gift of gab has got him out of trouble more times than he can count. It’s also got
him a rolo-ma-dex full of important “bizness” contacts that can get him out of a jam when he really needs it. BG’s
such a shmoooove talker that, once someone’s got him out of a jam, he’s well on his way to his next hustle before
they can remember why they helped him in the first place. “Didn’t he owe me 50 clams, too?”
Of course, a big yapper and being full of himself have also got him IN to trouble plenty of times, too. “The Gravy
Train” loves to gamble but he’s not as good at it as he’d tell you he is. BG makes his living by going to casinos
and preying upon young, female card dealers. He dazzles them with his charm and, while they’re not looking,
slips himself a few extra cards, chips, dice, or whatever will help him get one over on “The Man.” Unfortunately,
Biscuit Gravy went too far during a trip to the Pair-O-Dice Casino in Toast and got busted with a hat full of cards
while putting the moves on a naïve young Smelf with the most outstanding pair of… uh… nostrils you ever saw.
Needless to say, the goons at the Pair-O-Dice were not impressed and locked ol’ BG in a shed out back until Don
Sushioka had time to deal with him. Luckily for Biscuit Gravy, the goons were complete tards and locked him in a
shed with a dirt floor which allowed him to burrow away to safety and get the Hell outta Dodge! Needless to say,
he’s got a substantial outstanding debt with the house and would be wise to stay well away from the streets of
Toast where he’s a wanted man.
Biscuit Gravy’s motto is “have a good time all the time.” He dresses in the mackinest clothes he can afford or talk
his way into and he’s never seen swaggering about without his kidney stone-encrusted pimp goblet from which
he’s constantly sipping. Since the incident in Toast BG also never goes anywhere without his “sugar cane” (a
tricked out walking stick with a concealed sword). Solid!
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